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Dracula (Wordsworth Classics)
This is a new edition of Neil Gaiman's classic 'Sandman' graphic novel featuring annotations to all of the historical and literary
references contained in the series.
First published in the year 1909, the present novel 'The Lady of the Shroud' by Bram Stoker is an epistolary novel, narrated in the
first person via letters and diary extracts from various characters, but mainly Rupert. The initial sections, leading up to the reading of
the uncle's will, told by other characters, suggest that Rupert is the black sheep of the family, and the conditions of having to live in
the castle in the Blue Mountains for a year before he can permanently inherit the unexpectedly large million-pound estate suggest the
uncle is somehow testing the heir.
"Little Billee is a young English painter with great talent. He and his friends Taffy and the Laird share a studio in a Quartier Latin
neighborhood full of artists and musicians, including a German-Polish music teacher named Svengali. The group become acquainted
with an artists' model named Trilby, who was orphaned as a child and who works to support her little brother and herself. Trilby is
lively, charming, unpretentious, and beautiful, and soon Little Billee is madly in love. When his mother learns that Little Billee intends
to marry an artists' model (nude models were almost as socially unacceptable as protitutes) she travels to Paris and tells Trilby that
such a marriage would mean ruin for Billee and his family. Trilby promises that she will never see Little Billee again. Soon afterward,
Trilby vanishes, leaving Billee sick and distraught. Many years later, Billee and his friends hear of a singer called "La Svengali" who
has astonished all of Europe. By attending one of her performances, they learn that "La Svengali" is the wife of the music teacher they
knew in the Quartier Latin, trained by him to sing with more technical mastery than anyone has ever heard. When "La Svengali"
appears on stage, they see that she is none other than Trilby. Her singing moves the audience to tears, though everyone notices that
she moves stiffly and strangely and that her face is as blank as an automaton's. Not until Svengali dies suddenly during a concert is
Trilby set free from the hypnotic spell that has controlled her for years.""--Allreaders.com.
Includes the short story “Dracula’s Guest,” thought to be the omitted first chapter of Dracula. Dracula is Bram Stoker’s classic
gothic tale of Count Dracula, one of the most famous characters ever created in fiction, his relationship with Jonathan and Mina
Harker, pursuit by Professor van Helsing and ultimate destruction in the name of love. Intent on immigrating to England, Count
Dracula enlists the services of Jonathan Harker to arrange the purchase of a suitable residence. Intrigued by the young Harker and his
beautiful wife, Mina, Dracula sets in motion a series of events that threatens the sanity of all. Recognized today as a horror classic, at
the time of its publication in 1897 Dracula touched on and challenged such contemporary themes as the role of women in Victorian
England, sexual conventions, and colonialism. Using historical and regional folklore as a basis, Stoker defined the modern vampire,
and his definition continues to influence current depictions of vampires across all forms of media. Widely believed to be the deleted
first chapter of Dracula, “Dracula’s Guest,” taken from Bram Stoker’s collection of short stories, follows an Englishman,
presumed to be Jonathan Harker, on a visit to Munich en route to Transylvania. Despite warnings from his hotelier, the Englishman
leaves the safety of his carriage and wanders towards an abandoned “unholy” village. “Dracula’s Guest” was originally
published and introduced as the “excised chapter” in Dracula’s Guest and Other Weird Stories by Stoker’s widow, Florence.
HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production
and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.
A Collection of Short Stories
The Lair of the White Worm and the Lady of the Shroud
Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde. The Merry Men
(one-shot)
Great Expectations
Chapter I 'A fair vestal, throned in the west' Elfride Swancourt was a girl whose emotions lay very near the surface. Their nature
more precisely, and as modified by the creeping hours of time, was known only to those who watched the circumstances of her
history. Personally, she was the combination of very interesting particulars, whose rarity, however, lay in the combination itself
rather than in the individual elements combined. As a matter of fact, you did not see the form and substance of her features when
conversing with her; and this charming power of preventing a material study of her lineaments by an interlocutor, originated not in
the cloaking effect of a well-formed manner (for her manner was childish and scarcely formed), but in the attractive crudeness of
the remarks themselves. She had lived all her life in retirement—the monstrari gigito of idle men had not flattered her, and at the age
of nineteen or twenty she was no further on in social consciousness than an urban young lady of fifteen. One point in her, however,
you did notice: that was her eyes. In them was seen a sublimation of all of her; it was not necessary to look further: there she lived.
These eyes were blue; blue as autumn distance—blue as the blue we see between the retreating mouldings of hills and woody
slopes on a sunny September morning. A misty and shady blue, that had no beginning or surface, and was looked INTO rather than
AT. As to her presence, it was not powerful; it was weak. Some women can make their personality pervade the atmosphere of a
whole banqueting hall; Elfride's was no more pervasive than that of a kitten. Elfride had as her own the thoughtfulness which
appears in the face of the Madonna della Sedia, without its rapture: the warmth and spirit of the type of woman's feature most
common to the beauties—mortal and immortal—of Rubens, without their insistent fleshiness. The characteristic expression of the
female faces of Correggio—that of the yearning human thoughts that lie too deep for tears—was hers sometimes, but seldom under
ordinary conditions.
Bram Stoker's classic novel of sex and sacrament, terror and yearning, damnation and redemption.
DraculaWordsworth Editions
Authentic music is combined with a new ballet score and various sound effects to create a gripping dramatization of this classic
tale -- an undisputed masterpiece of horror writing.
Historical Novel
Othello
Ladybird Classics: Dracula
The Plays of Oscar Wilde

1818 Text of Mary Shelley's Frankenstein
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Edgar Allan Poe was the master of tales of mystery and the macbre, and is considered the inventor of detective
fiction. This extensive collection also includes his finest poetry.
A collection of fantasy and horror short stories.
Here are two great, neglected horror novels by Bram Stoker, author of "Dracula," together in one volume for the
first time
Manga Classics: Dracula
The Whitechapel Murderer
Sandman
The Annotated
A Novel
This eBook edition of "The Snake's Pass" has been formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. The novel's main protagonist, Arthur Severn, has the desire to
improve his Irish knowledge, thus he makes a detour to West Ireland and visits the local pub. The
townspeople in the bar begin to tell Arthur the legendary story of Shleenanaher, how Saint Patrick
defeated the King of the Snakes in Ireland. He then learns the story of the evil villain of the town, Black
Murdock… However, the novel also centers on the troubled romance between the main character and a
local peasant girl.
Follows the migration of Count Dracula from Transylvania to England, where Professor Van Helsing and
his friends try to end his vampire existence.
Far, far away, there is a beautiful Country which no human eye has ever seen in waking hours. Under
the Sunset it lies, where the distant horizon bounds the day, and where the clouds, splendid with light
and colour, give a promise of the glory and beauty which encompass it.Sometimes it is given to us to see
it in dreams.Now and again come, softly, Angels who fan with their great white wings the aching brows,
and place cool hands upon the sleeping eyes. Then soars away the spirit of the sleeper. Up from the
dimness and murkiness of the night season it springs. Away through the purple clouds it sails. It hies
through the vast expanse of light and air. Through the deep blue of heaven's vault it flies; and sweeping
over the far-off horizon, rests in the fair Land Under the Sunset.
Wordsworth Classics covers a huge list of beloved works of literature in English and translations. This
growing series is rigorously updated, with scholarly introductions and notes added to new titles.
Robinson Crusoe
Daisy Miller
Frankenstein the Original 1818 Text (Reader's Library Classics)
Emma
THE LADY OF THE SHROUD
Jane Austen 's much-loved novel. Will the self-confident loving Emma finally meet her match?
"The Lair of the White Worm is a horror novel by the Irish writer Bram Stoker. It was first published by Rider and Son of London in 1911[1][2] - the
year before Stoker's death - with colour illustrations by Pamela Colman Smith. The story is based on the legend of the Lambton Worm. It has also been
issued as The Garden of Evil.In 1925 a highly abridged and rewritten[clarification needed] form was published.[3] It was shortened by more than 100
pages, the rewritten book having only 28 chapters instead of the original 40. The final eleven chapters were cut down to only five, leading some critics
to complain that the ending was abrupt and inconsistent.[4]The Lair of the White Worm was very loosely adapted by Ken Russell into a 1988 film of the
same name.The first episode of the German radio drama ""Die Schwarze Sonne"", produced by the label LAUSCH, is loosely based on the events of
The Lair of the White Worm.[5] The main characters of the radio drama are also based on the protagonists of the novel and feature in the rest of the
episodes even though the plot turns away from Stoker's original story."
Les Misérables is widely regarded as the greatest epic and dramatic work of fiction ever created or conceived: the epic of a soul transfigured and
redeemed, purified by heroism and glorified through suffering; the tragedy and the comedy of life at its darkest and its brightest, of humanity at its best
and at its worst. The novel elaborates upon the history of France, the architecture and urban design of Paris, politics, moral philosophy,
antimonarchism, justice, religion, and the types and nature of romantic and familial love. This is part one of two, containing the first two volumes
(“Fantine”, “Cosette”) and the first seven books of volume three (”Marius”).
Kathleen Mansfield Beauchamp Murry was a prominent modernist writer of short fiction who was born and brought up in colonial New Zealand and
wrote under the pen name of Katherine Mansfield. Mansfield left for Great Britain in 1908 where she encountered Modernist writers such as D.H.
Lawrence and Virginia Woolf with whom she became close friends. Her stories often focus on moments of disruption and frequently open rather
abruptly.
The Classic H. P. Lovecraft Collection
Complete Unabridged Collectors Edition with Preface by Stephen King
In a Glass Darkly
The Collected Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe
A Pair of Blue Eyes
Disfruta de este clásico de Bram Stoker en versión original. Drácula (en inglés, Dracula), es una novela de fantasía gótica escrita por Bram Stoker, publicada en
1897. Publicada en castellano por Ediciones Hymsa bajo la colección ‘La novela aventura’ en 1935, con portada de Juan Pablo Bocquet e ilustraciones de
‘Femenía’. Drácula, fue elogiada por Arthur Conan Doyle y es considerada como la novela de terror más hermosa jamás escrita. Hasta el día de hoy no ha
dejado de publicarse, ha sido traducida a más de 50 idiomas y ha logrado vender alrededor de 12 millones de copias.
Horrific, horrendous, unspeakable, The Whitechapel Murderer, Jack the Ripper, stalked the streets of East London in 1888, slaughtering prostitutes and
bewildering the police who were hunting him. They never succeeded in apprehending him, and to this day the mystery of his identity remains an enigma. But he
did leave clues to his identity, and numerous theories have been entertained throughout the one hundred and twenty years since he held London's East End in his
grip of terror. This book looks at the evidence left by the murderer and the reports and investigative papers which recorded the atrocities that the Ripper
performed. It takes time to analyse the existing information and evaluate the letters sent to the police. It is the strongest and most powerful book ever written on the
murders. It dispels a lot of myths attached to the Ripper, and eliminates a lot of the previously conjectured perpetrators, leaving only those who realistically could
have been...Jack the Ripper.
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This is the Complete Unabridged Collectors Edition of Dracula, the 1897 classic horror novel by Irish author Bram Stoker, featuring as its primary antagonist the
vampire Count Dracula. It was first published as a hardcover in 1897 by Archibald Constable and Company. Dracula has been attributed to many literary
genres including vampire literature, horror fiction, the gothic novel and invasion literature. Structurally it is an epistolary novel, that is, told as a series of letters,
diary entries, ships' logs, etc. Literary critics have examined many themes in the novel, such as the role of women in Victorian culture, conventional and
conservative sexuality, immigration, colonialism, postcolonialism and folklore. Dracula has inspired countless movies, books, and plays. But few, if any, have
been fully faithful to this, Bram Stoker's original, best-selling novel of mystery and horror, love and death, sin and redemption. Dracula chronicles the vampire's
journey from Transylvania to the nighttime streets of London. There, he searches for the blood of strong men and beautiful women while his enemies plot to rid
the world of his frightful power. REVIEWS: "Dracula is a virtual textbook on Victorian repression of the erotic and fear of female sexuality." - Playboy "Before
all the vampires of modern cinema and horror novels, there was Bram Stoker's Dracula, the original head honcho of horror. All others pale in comparison." Stephen King "In this volume, lovingly restored to its original unabridged and untouched glory, the power and majesty of Bram Stoker's masterpiece emerges from
the coffin dripping with new life." - Fangoria Magazine
When a joint FBI-Seattle Police investigation into an international child pornography ring gets too close to powerful enemies, sex-crimes detective Livia Lone
becomes the target of a hit that barely goes awry, and suspects that the FBI itself was behind it.
The Lair of the White Worm Illustrated
Under the Sunset
Sense and Sensibility (Seasons Edition -- Fall)
Ignatius Critical Editions
The Killer Collective

This Ladybird Classic ebook is an abridged retelling of the classic vampire tale of Dracula by
Bram Stoker. A perfect introduction to the well-loved legend, it is ideal for adults to read with
children, or for newly confident readers to tackle alone. Please note that due to some scary
parts in places, content may not be suitable for very young or sensitive readers. Jonathan
Harker visits Transylvania for what he thinks is a simple business meeting with a new client.
Instead, he encounters the strange and sinister Count Dracula. There will be a battle between
good and evil, but who will prevail? Beautiful illustrations throughout this new edition bring
the excitement of this classic story to a new generation of children.
Henry James’s Daisy Miller was an immediate sensation when it was first published in 1878
and has remained popular ever since. In this novella, the charming but inscrutable young
American of the title shocks European society with her casual indifference to its social mores.
The novella was popular in part because of the debates it sparked about foreign travel, the
behaviour of women, and cultural clashes between people of different nationalities and social
classes. This Broadview edition presents an early version of James’s best-known novella
within the cultural contexts of its day. In addition to primary materials about nineteenthcentury womanhood, foreign travel, medicine, philosophy, theatre, and art—some of the
topics that interested James as he was writing the story—this volume includes James’s
ruminations on fiction, theatre, and writing, and presents excerpts of Daisy Miller as he
rewrote it for the theatre and for a much later and heavily revised edition.
Sense and Sensibility, by Jane Austen, one of literature’s most beloved stories of love,
marriage, and social mores, is now available in a fine exclusive collector’s edition featuring a
laser-cut jacket on a textured book with foil stamping, making it ideal for fiction lovers and
book collectors alike. Each collectible volume will be the perfect addition to any wellappointed library. The Sense and Sensibility Seasons Edition--Fall: Presents Jane Austen’s
beloved classic, widely regarded as a preeminent example of Romantic epistolary fiction, and
after Pride and Prejudice, solidifying Austen’s place in literature’s pantheon of great writers
Explores such important themes as the legal ramifications of love and marriage in high
society, sense (rationalism) vs. sensibility (emotionalism), gender roles in the eighteenth
century, and the deleterious effects of wealth and greed on relationships Is ideal for specialedition book collectors, fans of literary fiction and classic literature, and people who love both
the book and the cinematic adaptations it inspired Whether you’re buying this as a gift or as a
self-purchase, this remarkable limited edition features: Beautiful hardcover with a distinctive
one-of-a-kind, high-end/high-treatment laser-cut jacket, perfect for standing out on any
discerning fiction-lover’s bookshelf Trim Size: 6 x 9 Beautiful decorative interior pages
featuring pull quotes distributed throughout An exquisite matching laser-cut bookmark Part
of a 4-volume Fall Seasons series including Anne of Green Gables, Dracula, and Shakespeare
in Autumn: Select Plays and the Complete Sonnets. For Elinor Dashwood, sensible and
sensitive, and her romantic, impetuous younger sister Marianne, the prospect of marrying the
men they love appears remote. In a world ruled by money and self-interest, the Dashwood
sisters have neither fortune nor connections. Concerned for others and for social proprieties,
Elinor is ill-equipped to compete with self-centered fortune-hunters like Lucy Steele, while
Marianne's unswerving belief in the truth of her own feelings makes her more dangerously
susceptible to the designs of unscrupulous men. Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austen
(Seasons Edition--Fall) is one of four titles available in the Fall Seasons series. The Fall
collection also includes Anne of Green Gables, Dracula, and Shakespeare in Autumn: Select
Plays and the Complete Sonnets.
The Jewel of Seven Stars is a horror novel by Bram Stoker. An Egyptologist, attempting to
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raise from the dead the mummy of Tera, an ancient Egyptian queen, finds a fabulous gem and
is stricken senseless by an unknown force. Amid bloody and eerie scenes, his daughter is
possessed by Tera's soul, and her fate depends upon bringing Tera's mummified body to life.
Works of Hardy
Dracula
The Snake's Pass: Historical Novel
And Other Tales
Les Misérables, Volume 1
One of the four great tragedies—alongside Hamlet, King Lear, and Macbeth—Othello is among
the darkest of Shakespeare’s plays, illumining the shadows of the gloomiest recesses of
the human psyche and serving as a damning indictment of the world in which it was
written. A cautionary tale of the destructiveness of sin and the ruinous consequences of
bad philosophy, Othello seems to express Shakespeare’s rage at the cynicism and brutality
of the age in which he lived. From the Machiavellian menace of Iago to the blind and
prideful jealousy of Othello, this classic of world literature shows us the shadow
falling over a society that has turned its back on the light and life of virtue. The
Ignatius Critical Editions present a tradition-oriented approach to reading Western
classics. While many critical editions view literature through the lens of modernism and
post-modernism, this series offers critical examinations informed by the Judeo-Christian
heritage as passed down through the ages—the same heritage that provided the crucible in
which the great authors formed these classic works. Edited by acclaimed literary
biographer Joseph Pearce, the Ignatius Critical Editions provide essays and footnotes
that analyze works in light of the Western tradition, allowing the reader to meet the
authors in their element. The series is ideal for academic study and for anyone wishing
to understand the great literary works of Western civilization in the company of some of
the finest literature professors alive today.
An ancient evil lurks in the dark heart of Transylvania - but it won't lurk there
forever. Now Count Dracula's immortal eyes look towards London, a new land full of
opportunity and unsuspecting victims. A ragged band of survivors must stop him before it
is too late... but how?
Manga Classics® proudly presents a beautiful, faithful recreation of Bram Stoker's famous
vampire story Dracula.
Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman, Count
Dracula, a small group of people vow to rid the world of the evil vampire.
One of the finest novels by iconic British author Charles Dickens, this Victorian tale
follows the good-natured orphan Pip as he makes his way through life. As a boy, Pip
crosses paths with a convict named Magwitch, a man who will heavily influence Pip’s
adulthood. Meanwhile, the earnest young man falls for the beautiful Estella, the adoptive
daughter of the affluent and eccentric Miss Havisham. Widely considered to be Dickens's
last great book, the story is steeped in romance and features the writer's familiar
themes of crime, punishment, and societal struggle.
The Jewel of Seven Stars
The Collected Stories of Katherine Mansfield
Dracula and Dracula's Guest
Jack the Ripper
Trilby
Bram Stoker's chilling masterpiece, Dracula, is a truly iconic and unsettling tale of vampirism. It is accompanied by a selection of
his macabre short stories.
This is a collection of tales of the supernatural, where patients of Dr Heselius are plagued by malignant apparitions and
vampires, or are drugged into a state of living death. The doctor usually explains such phenomena in terms of psychopathology,
but the author is ambivalent to such theories.
Starlight
Macbeth
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